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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, OCTOBER IS, 191 J.
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- vu u
lc- A DESIGNS MAY BE SEEN
nurro, drawFame. Above the walls sit four fig- iiiuc, wuuceu a
yu.u
custom of heralding victory by mak- V tne secretatry or uie cuamner
of Commerce a meeting of the X, turned to her lawyer and the four A
two
AT THE OLD PALACE.
and two femals. seven ing a little phaeton in which sat a
male
uies,
ing public demonstrations with the
old baby wrapped in swadwomen waited for the verdict and an- Rome of ,
oe8t designs, prize .times life size. They represent Courheads of the conquered, was revived X executive committee of the chain- X ,
nouncea ner intention Ol beginning a v winners, anil those that received Vaite.
dling clothes. After the babe came
ber of commerce will be held at
at Fuerte, Sinaloa, at the time of Its
...i
R.lt,Mn,,
i.n.,f
8ri(W
which the question of the rental
hunger strike to compel the authorl- - A honorable mention in the New- - XjThe figures are the work or Professor another carriage in which reposed a
occupation by the rebels, two weeks
five gallon jar of milk for the infant.
ties to release her. She changed her v 0Id Santa Fp Hl.ize contest, are V Franz Metzner.
chain- ago, according to stories told today X of suitable quarters for the
mind, however, when she learned that
X ber of commerce will be acted
on pxnibu nt the lecture room of
Around the outside of the domed Attendants trailed along, keeping a
by travelers who reached here.
careful eye on the babe. Santa Feans
X upon.
This committee is made X she was to be given a prompt hearing A tI)e old Paiace of the Governors. X cupola which surmounts
the monu-- '
Following the invasion of Fuerte,
on her appeal. Instead of beginning
Visitors and residents may find Vment stand twelve gigantic warrior were quick to recognize the
the story runs, Yaqui Indians pursued X up of the officers of the cham- Harvard scientist, Sylvanus G.
the hunger strike she ordered ten, x these designs, showing the ideal
ber of commerce and all the
the retreating federal army and captur
.figures. The interior of three of them
as the trained nurse who
architecture
for Santa Fe, of
are occupied by winding stairs and' Morley
ed, among others, Perfecto Torres, a X chairmen of the standing commit- X chicken soup and sandwiches.
X tees. All these are urged to be
After luncheon she saw newspaper A great interest. All are welcome Van elevator, giving access to a bul-- ! walked to the right of the milk wagfederal commander.
on. Shouts of laughter greeted "Va"
X men and protested she had not been
X cony near the top of the monument.
to look them over.
The Indians put him to death and X present.
is best known.
given a fair hearing inasmuch ns her
v X X X X X X X X One striking thing is noted in con- - as Ahewhite
returned with his head, parading it
goat then Dranced alone.
i
noc.'ion with all the statues not one , ,
about the streets on a pole.
lawyer was not present.
m , . it ,
,.f
me onarn was couneous, more or DIVORCES ARE ON THE
or
Torres, it Is reported, had threaten- affairs stating he was not sufficiently
.represents any prince
sovereign.
Nnlr ln uMt.
informed about them at present. On less" said Mrs. Pankhurst, but the
ed to execute any constitutionalists
DECLINE IN JAPAN. The uprising against Napoleon in 181
th
came
the
Following
goat,
account of rumors that an attempt climax came wnen Uiey said l was;
!was an uprising of the people, not of,
who fell into his hands.
Innocent looking men, clad In
would be made by conspirators to asNew Minister Named.
Vienna, Oct. 18. Koloman Kanla sassinate President Diaz at Havana, them, "Then your ancestors were t1P new census report of Tokyo. Japan is a monument of the people. There with the
' mos nf ,h hnrrnl
sent a body of police guilty of moral turpitude when they a the
von Kany, chief of the literary bureau authorities
decrease of divorces. In; is not a personal note about it.
.Lil
rapi(i
t
hf
of the Austrian foreign office, was aboard the steamer to accompany him. threw the tea into the Boston harbor." :vm there were 20 divorces to every
5"T"?
Federals Defeated.
I reminded them that Charles Stewart 100 marriages.
In 1911 the percentage NOMINATIONS SENT
today appointed
horizontal
nosture
these novices
Eagle Pass, Tex., Oct 18 A federal Parnell and John Redmond. Irish po- - had fallen to Ifi in ino.
minister to Mexico.
TO SENATE BY WILSON! w re simnl v "to lauilh "
detachment under Colonel Albert
Hiical leaders, who were convicted un- This decline is attributed to an im- General Diaz at Havana.
the ordeal well or
Ult
was defeated last night with a der the same act as I was convicted poriant change
Havana, Oct. 18. General Felix
Washington. D. C. Oct. 18. Presi- - rather sat it out knowing at times
Diaz arrived here from Europe today. loss of more than 20 killed and 40 under, were received here with open surely taking place in the family sys- - dent Wilson today made these nomina-'iiofar the top of their hose was
He was greeted by the newly appoint wounded, according to reports brought arms, although they destroyed prop- - tern of Japan. The growth of Individ- - tions: Governor or Porto Rico. Arthur! from the bottom
of their trouser legs
ed Mexican consul general. General here today by couriers. The wounded erty. I attempted to show the board ualism and the greater opportunities Yager, of Kentucky; Solicitor of In-- :
Then the Chain Gang,
Diaz told them that he would pro- were brought to Piedras Negras today. that a revolution is going on in En- for the average citizen to advance on tenia! Revenue, Ellis C. Johnson of.
Wearing striped suits, which fitted
ceed immediately to Mexico and had The federals rushed forward with the giand the same as went on In this n basis of intelligence and capacity Washington; Burton K. Wheeler, U. S.
with heavy balls and chains'
no intention of abandoning his presi- idea that the revolutionists had disap- country. I told them that I protested have affected the family system so; Attorney for Montana: Jacob A. Her-- snugly,
to their legs, five men who seemed
dential candidacy. He would not say peared and were defeated. Two more
much that cecrtain distinct results are; ring, V. S. Marshal, southern district
'
iof Texas.
anything further regarding Mexican attaches were made but failed.
(Continued on Paga Four.)
j
jalready noted.
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PAGE TWO
MOTHER!

'

ER GROCERY GO
PHONE 40.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

and retai l

FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERR1LLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked 85 "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.
the beautiful Pecoi
feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDBAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Located

In

Valley. S.700

:

E. A. CAHOOM, President.
E. RHEA,

J.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FIN LAY.
r For particulars and Illustrated cata-ognaddress,

minrirl

COL. JAS. W. W1LLS0N,

I

Supt.

I,

DENVER

THE

& RIO GRANDE

MISSOURI-PACIF-

CO.

RAILROAD

CO.

RAILWAY

IC

DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern hljsh-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Mlssouri-Paci- f
ss

ic-lr- on

I

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Rio Grande- THROUGH LINE Pninf ft DenverRail&wav-The
Western Pacific
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
er

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa

Fe,-N-

DEMING (S SORRV
MINISTER LEAUES

.

M.

Armed with the duplicates of the
"established" weights and measures,
Sheriff t'losson will begin a tour of
the city Monday, calling on merchants, pharmacists and others to ascertain if they are weighing and
measuring according to the law as
defined in Senate Bill No. 186 approved March 17 of tins year,
The authorized weights and measures were obtained by the sheriff from
the state secretary, Antonio Lucero,
and Santa Fe is to see them the be-- j
ginning of next week.
The duty of the weighmaster and
is thus described in section
deputies,
........ e
.
.
oi cnapier mi mwa ui XT,,..
Alinx-ltr- t

.

1913.

of the public
weighmaster of each county, in per
son or by his deputy, to inspect ami
test all scales used by any and an
merchants or persons engaged in the
business of buying and selling com- be
mnHiHPH.
mid such scales shall
tested with the standard weights of

"It shall be the duty

Deming, N. M .,' Oct. 18. Deming
regrets exceedingly the resignation of
one of her best loved pastors, Rev. O.
T. Finch of the First Baptist church,
llev. Finch is going to San Antonio,
in evangelistic
Texas, to
work. During his residence In Denithe
ing he has more than doubled
membership of his church and has become not only popular with the people of his own denomination, but. very
much beloved by all churches and the
general public. He has just come
conspicuously into the lime light by
originating the B. Y. P. U. credential
card. This has become so popular
that It will be printed in the national
publication of the B. Y. P. U. and Rev.
Finch has just been assured that the
plan is so well though of that it will
become international in its scope.
During the pastorate of Rev. Finch in
Deniing this city has taken the lead
in the whole state along many lines of
church work. He has more than
quadrupled the missionary funds, 'and
will leave the pulpit in a few weeks
with the satisfaction of a work well
done.
Before coming to Deming he
was famed throughout the south as a
successful pastor in Memphis, Tenu.
When the El Paso boosters reach
the new town of Spalding on the
Santa Fe between Deming and Silver
City, they will be treated to what
real Mimbres valley Casabas are. The
general manager Bickford of the
Rio Mimbres Irrigation
Co. assisted
by the director of colonization, E. P.
York will be host to the El Paso visitors for a period of five minutes.
C. B. Shaw of Greensburg, N. C, arrived in the city today and is looking
over the interesting things of the val-

Frank Nordhans and wife are touring Arizona in their Chalmers six.
They will visit all the chief cities of
the state, and have with them a
complete camping outfit, and will stop

CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO

Gorge-Feath-

Keep it handy, Mother! A little
given today saves a sick child tomorrow, but get the genuine. Ask your
bottle of "Calidruggist for a
fornia Syrup of Figs," which has directions for babies, children of all
nlnintv nil thfl
efs nnd fnr
bottle. Remember there are counter- Innlt and
fpitH Rnld liprp. an Biirplv
see that yours is made by the "Cali
fornia Fig Syrup company." Hand
back with contempt nny other fig
syrup.

where ever night overtakes them.
The secretary of the chamber of
commerce has just prepared a brief
resume about Deming and the Mimbres valley for the automobile blue
book soon to be issued, and as Demtranscontiing is situated on three
nental automobile routes, the points
of interest will attract the attention
of many automobilists.
Attorney R. F. Hamilton has just
moved into his beautiful new home
on West Pine street. It is one of the
finest homes in the city and was
built entirely by Deniing contractors,
Messrs. Wehmhomer and Moran, the
cost of the property reaching $7,000.
County Clerk Hughes office force
is kept unusually busy these days recording real estate transfers,

the state.

Such test shall be

-- mad-once

each six months upon all scales;

so used, and said public weighmaster
or deputy, shall make a report in
writing, setting forth the date of suel
test, the result thereof, and specifying
the scales so tested. Such repor
Bhall be filed in the office of the pub
lie weighmaster, within thirty days
after such inspection. Said publi'
weighmaster or the deputy makirr;
such test shall verify each report f")
filed, stating that the same is a correct, true and exact report of ti e
condition of the sales mentions!
therein."
Fees for Inspection.
After stating that the secretary of
state is to keep the standard weights
and measures, and furnish duplicates
to each county, the fees for inspection
are enumerated as follows:
For railroad and tracks scales of 20
tons or more $1.50.
For scales 3 to 20 tons, $1.
For dormant scales, $1.
For movable platform scales, 25
cents.
For beams weighing 100 lbs. and upwards, 25 cents.
For hopper scales, $1.
For counter scaleSjj25 cents.
For each balance, beam, steelyard
or other instrument
For weighing than those enumerated, 25 cents.
Further on. measures are defined
with penalties for not conforming to
the standards.
Section 32 states that owners of
scales not inspected must notify the
public weighmaster to that effect under penalty of a fine of $20 to $200,
or imprisonment of 30 to 90 days or
by both.
Section 34 empowers the weigh
master to arrest any person who uses
false scales and to seize these scales
or measures and wnen examinee, oy a
magistrate and found to be false they
shall be destroyed.
Section 35 states that all the
weights and measures accepted and
used by the government of the United States at the present time except
as provided in the bill, shall be deemed the lawful standard of weights
and measures for New Mexico.

WOMAN HIDES
DIAMONDS IN HER
MOUTH SAVES 'EM

-

l SCARED OF HAVING

New York, October. 18. Joseph S.
Hildreth, manager of a magazine; Mrs.

EATEN TOADSTOOL

President.

R.

J.

CRICIITON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADtaUABTEBS

JTO'R

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
BuildShingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
ing Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

rour Business Solicited.'
Phone

100

and J5 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

TlIght
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN

Petitions have
asking
Postmaster General Burleson to let a
contract for having the mail brought
over from Galiup by an auto route in- stead of the present tortuous and lingering route over the narrow gauge
road that wends a. devious and somewhat uncertain way over the mountains, blocked by suow in the winter
and frequently washed out by rains.
Copies of this petition have beeu
sent to every postoffice in the San
Juan Basin, and to Santa Fe and Albuquerque, which cities are vitally interested in an official and commercial
way with this part of the state.
C. C. Alumina has taken the petition to Durango, Colorado, and will devote considerable
time to getting
signers, at Durango and in the terriPostmaster
tory towns adjoining.
Ball of Farmington is also taking the
matter up with the Chief Clerk of the
Railway Mail Service, and the Board
of Trade is taking it up with our senators and representatives at Washington. Superintendent Shelton of the
Shiprock Indian Agency informs us
that the contract for the building of
the bridge across the San Juan river
a: that point was let towo weeks ago.
The specifications of the bid requires
that the bridge be completed within
120 days after being let, which will
mean that this Important link in the
auto road between Farmington and
Gallup will be constructed by spring.
The mail contracts expire next July
and the first of the year the postal
authorities will send out field men to
look over all the star routes and the
proposed changes. All contracts become effective the first of July and
hold for four years.
It is thought that little trouble will
the
in convincing
be experienced
authorities that the route should be
changed, as it will save from 12 to 60
hours on all mail, and will practically
put the great though isolated San Juan
Basin on the map to stay.

desired.

POWER
N

18.

d

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

in Farmington

ft

METH

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern home and why all this light? To
make the borne more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to bs
ODS,

SEEK MAIL LINE
GALLUP TO
FARMINGTON
Farmington, Oct.

I

.

'bandit, his revolver pressed against
j08epIl Hildreth's chest removed, a
sold watch and chain, $20 in cash and
scarf pin.
The car was pointed to the Wakefield police station at White Plains
avenue at Two Hundred and Twenty-nintstreet, where the holdup was reIt was estimated that fully
ported.
$500 in money and jewelry had been
taken. Detectives and mounted police were hurried to the spot to search
for the bandits, who looked to be
about 20 years old.

been prepared

per cwt.

.95

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

1

$50,000

C. L. POLLARD,

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

I was
It. F. D. No. 2, SunOcId, Mich.
troubled with eczema. It began with a sore
on the tup of the scalp, broke out as a pimplo
and grew larger until it was a
large red spot with a crust
or scab over H. This becamo
larger finally covering the
War
entire scalp and spread to
different parts of the body,
the limbs and back and in tho
ears. These sores grew larger
ffpjtiimllv until snmn wnm tin
' large as a quarter of a dollar.
They would itch and if scratched they would
bleed and smart. Tho clotliing would irritate them at night when it was being removed causing them to itch and smart so I
could not sleep. A watery fluid would run
froni them. My scalp became covered with
u scale and when the hair was raised up it
would raise this scale; the hair was coming
-( :t terribly.
My scalp and body itched ail
tin- time.
"After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
with two applications wo could notice a groat
difference.
My way of using the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment was to apply the Ointment to the sores and all over the scalp, then
after 1 would wash the sores and scalp with
the Soap. In a month's time I was comcured."
Mrs. Bertha
pletely
(Signed)
Underwood, Jan. 3, 1013.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
60c. are sold evory where. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, wit h 32-Skin Book. Address post-car"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
"Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.

Hildreth and Edgar Hildreth a brother
superintendent of the Crowell Publishin Joseph
Rising Sun, Md., Oct. 18. 'If you ing Company, motored down
find me dead, toadstools intended for jHildreth's machine from his home on
mushrooms killed me,'" wrote Mrs. Crane road, Scaredale, N. Y., to the
Thomas Reynolds, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Station to meet Dr. and
PAINTING
who is still occupying her summer res- - (Mrs. John R. Williams, arriving from
Cincinnati. The party then set out for
FOUND BY SUIT
idence near here.
Mrs. Reynolds left the note on the Scaredale.
When the machine at 9:30 got to
The my
dinning room table awaiting the re- Providence, R. I. Oct. 18.
son Ellis from Jerome avenue and Two Hundred and sterious disappearance of a painting
turn of her
Jo- the
Twenty-thirBronx,
street,
school.
Rousseau, in 1911, said to be valued
Hildreth stepped out of the car by
at $50,000 and two years or unsuccessHungry for mushrooms, but unable "eph
l"e
to distinguish them from poisonous "
ful search for it in two continents
Keep Btill and throw up your has been revealed by the filing of pa
toadstools, she gathered some that
them. hands!"
looked all right and cooked
pers here in a damage suit brought
Mrs. Hildreth, In the front sect by Walter H. Gibbons, an art dealer of
Then she feasted, began to worry and
wrote the note.
caught the first gilinpse of two revol- Newport and New York.
in the
The painting was owned by the late
Mrs. Reynolds then walked the road vers, whose barrels glistened
Walter Richmond, of this city, who
for several hours, so that in case she street lamps rays.
'Heavens, look!" she exclaimed, turned it over to a Providence combecame ill she would be quickly dispany to be restored. While in their
l'Ointing to two young men, who
covered.
tho machine with revolvers hands it disappeared. Gibbons wa
She continues to live at ease.
'he re- ;eeled. Sjho fainied and fell aga'nst at the time in the emin..
lie footboard. I;er husband startet; storing company, and it is from that
COURTS ARREST AS
"EXPERIENCE.' to ttep buck nto the car to aM her, company that he seeks to recover dam- him ages of $10,000.
it the baurMts advaning orle-eHe alleges that after serving his
Oct. 18. "Oh, to remain wnere he was.
Menlo Park, Cal.,
Mrs. Williams qui
slipped connection with the firm in 1911 he
goody!" squealed Miss Laura Herron,
tennis champion of Stanford univer four diamond rings, worth in all about was hounded by detectives for two
1
m years, his business ruined, his repusity, when she was arrested recently Ii 0, from nor lingers and place tin
for speeding In her auto. "Isn't this mi her mo'i I', whi!e the robbers were tation injured and that on April 21 last
t
he was arrested and held for
l titing Mrs I ildreth.
grand! Thank you, Mr. Officer.'
hours.
ivst yon- - .aluablis anc ironey if
'This is just like a puncture," she
oilierare ov'rt' fl!d 'io banc
said to her friends. An autoist ought
to shoot you."
to be chceerful no matter what hap a to we'll
pens." She had courted arrest for v Se we'll have to shoot you."
Every Woman
Then one of the men using his resome time as "an experience."
Is Interested and should
volver persi'asviely, srj iped into the
know about the wonderful
rear of the car and took a gold watch
Marvel
chain, a Masonic pin and soarfpiii
tsoucne
watch
a
!iom Edgar Hildreth aid gold
Dr.
chain and $5 bill from
The Antisepticpowdf r shaken Into and
In ie inside vest pocket the It. If he cannot suptne saocs tuc Manava remfor
a
for
the
leel
quarter
edy
had $100 in bills, which the ply theno HAKVKL,
physician
Sold
30.000
testimonials.
other, but
century.
accept
robber's search did not bring him to. aeoa etamp tor dook.
everywhere. 2c. Sample FREE.
Address. Allen s. Olmsted. J.e Rov, N V.
the
second,
few
minutes
Ntne!C.44E.23iSl.l.L
same
the
In
The Mu wUoput Uk EEs la
j

L. A. HUGHES,

and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50
Oyster Shells,
. . . $ .05
Ib.
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal, . . . $ .03

Spread to Body, Limbs, Back and
Ears, If Scratched Would Bleed
and Smart. Cuticura Soap and
Ointment Completely Cured

v

18, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone

ENTIRE SCALP

Don't Bcold your ireirui, peevish
FE
IN
child. See if tongue is coated; this is
a sure sign its little stomach, liver
and bowels are clogged with sour
OF
waste.
WITH
DUPLICATES
ARMED
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
WEIGHTS AND MEASTANDARD
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't
eat, sleep or act naturally, lias stom- SURES SHERIFF CLOSSON WILL
athache,' indigestion, diarrhoea, give
a teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
BEGIN INSPECTION OF STORES TO
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul
SEE IF LAW IS FOLLOWED.
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
food passes out of the bowels and
you have a well and playful child
again. Children love this harmless TEST MUST BE MADE
"fruit laxative," and mothers can rest
EVERY SIX MONTHS
easy after giving it, because it never
fpils to make their little "Insides"

ley.

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO,
RAILWAY
(WESTERN PACIFIC

"MEASURE DAY"

plpnn (inrl Rwppt.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Begents

BE

WILL

SANTA

New Cranberries!

NEW MEXICO

MONDAY

If Tongue Is Coated Or If Cross, Feverish, Constipated Give "California Syrup of Figs."

First In

Coal

IS CHILD'S
STOMACH SOUR, SICK?

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO. I

j

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON QA5PER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.

46-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

SHIPYOUR FREIGHT

ASK FOR TICKETS

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via NEW

The

Best
Route

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

yPy
jBpor

East

sgpr

West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

itf

'

V

NEW MEXICAN PBINTINO CO.
.Looal Agents for

I
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"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with lew ot
doircd.
cuny Book Unitscombtaatioo
The only perfect
desk ud bookcaae ever m

u
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SATURDAY,
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has many friends who will he glad to

Coming of
The Sunbeam

FIRST NUMBER

hear their former pastor. The pastoi THE
will occupy the pulpit of the First

Methodist Episcopal church in Bast
TUC OPUftni nnilDCC
Las Vegas.
JbnUULbUURJL
You will find a warm welcome at
St. John's.
J. M. SHIM EH . THE WINTER COURSE GIVEN UNDER THE
Pastor.
OF
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AUSPICES
First Presbyterian Church.
11.
BE
WILL
GPENED
OCTOBER
Streets.
Corner Grant and Marcy
Residence
7, McCollough,
minister.
ENTERTAINER IS MONTAVILLE
WOOD.
134 Grant Avenue.
"But when he came to himself, he
The first number of the Santa Fe
said, "How many hired servants of
my father have bread enough and to public school entertainment
course
spare, and lo, I perish with hunger, i will come next
at
Thursday
evening
will arise and go to my father, and
he high school auditorium.
These
will say unto him. Father, 1 have sinned against heaven and in thy sight. entertainments are given for the beneam no more worthy to he called thy fit of the piano fund and to purchase
Every
son Make me as one of thy hired ser- (some pictures for the walls.
'attraction is paid for by the school
vants."
'and what is derived over and above
Sabbath School ft: 45. Fred
cost of the entertainment goes into
superintendent. "The report of jthe
Miss Helen
11 jtlie hands of the treasurer,
the spies."
Morning worship
Harrison. Every little helps and the
o'clock. Short talk to the children on 'schools solicit
the liberal patronage
"clean hands and a straight tongue"
all patrons and friends. There is
frllowed by regular sermon to adults jof
!not a cheap attraction on the course
on "Getting the cart before the horse.' '
you are sure of your money's worth.
3
Endeavor
music.
Junior
Special
PROFESSOR
MONTRAVILLE WOOD
SubC:45.
Endeavor
ni. Senior
p
One of the big features of the Ly-- !
ject: "How to make the best year in
the history of our society." No even ceuui throughout America the coming
lectures
ing service on account of the sacred season will be the scientific
concert at the Scottish Rite Cathedral and demonstrations ns presented by
Mr.
Wood.
at eight o'clock. Every one is cordial- Professor Moutrnvllle
Wood is one of America's foremost !
ly invited.
venlurs. particularly In the electrical
"And He rose and came to his field. Nearly 100 patents have been
20.
17
Father." Luke 15:
awarded to Mr. Wood, the majority of
which are In practical use today,

im.

How to Avoid Those Paine and Distrew
Which o Many Mothers Have Suttered.

23-T-

1
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nt

know of
naon wonun do
Mother's Friend. Hero U a remedy tliat softens
tin- - muscles, ('nobles
them to espumi without
tinmen t and eiialtles
miy strain
ujon tlir
throiiirh maternity wit bout nalii,
vinnen to
nanaeii, morninff sickness or any of tho dreaded
is.Yinjtmiis ho fumfllnr to many moiliers.
There is no foolish diet to Imrnsn tho ml;id.
The ihrniKbts do not dwell upon pnfn and
for nil fliirh ore avoided. Thousand of
to the
women
no lonser rewlirn themselveK

It

Is

a

pltr

p

thoupht that sicklier and distress are natnrn!.
They know better, for in Mother's Friend they
hove found a wonderful,
ponetratinjr remedy to
Imnish all those drendt'd experiences.
It is a Biihjoct every wonmn should lie fnmt-liwith, nnd even t ho neb alio my not require
mien a rennily, she will now anil then meet
bouio prospective, mother to whom a word In
time about Mother's Friend will come as a won
This fammw remedy
is Bold
tier fill MesHhte.
tty all dniKCisls, 11ml Ik only ?1.0(f n hottl
uhv only, and is retiMy wortli
It is for exlernnl
to the ltrad
Write
Its weight in gold.
field Ilegulator Co,, 11!7 Loiniir Uldff., Atlanta,
Ua., foe a uo3t valuable book.
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THE CHURCHES.
Twenty-thir-

Montezuma.

"Be- -

Boice

Kevin

Tibi

Introit, No.

377

Garratt
"Come, Holy Spirit"

"WOMEN WILL SOON WEAR TROUSERS1''
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MCIHI
"SLIT"

SKTR1

j

j
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Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. C. L.
Bowlds, superintendent.
Sunday Kpworth League at 3 p.. m.
Maria Carrion, superintendent.
Senior Fpv.orth Jeague at 6:30 p.
m. O. F. Schofield, president.
The devotional meeting tomorrow
night will he held by Mrs. C. L.
Bowlds.
Topic:
"Making Religion
Attractive in Our Homes."
The church family meeting on WedRemember
nesday evening at 7:30.
that we must keep in touch with the
Throne if we would do His will.
The church is open each evening in
the week for social services.
The people of Santa Fe will be glad
to know that the Rev. E. C. Anderson of East Las Vegas will preach for
us at both services on Sunday October
26th. Rev. Mr. Anderson was pastor
ol St. John's for three years and

Works Twenty Hours a Day To Shaw How Creation Can
Has Enriched American Farmer $20,000,000 Annually.

Improved

nnd he has left his Paris studio to
make a tour of the United States to
"teach" American women HOW TO
skirt, "slit" skirt, the "Russian blouse'' DRESS!
He says first "SIMPLICITY."
and Just recently the "lampshade"
But Poiret simplicity is like that of
skirt, looked surprise. Monsieur Poire t and his wife, who looks like a man- a tiger Illy or a brilliant rainbow. It
U simplicity of line but NOT of COnequin in her Russian boots, her plaid
skirt of yellow and blue, her yellow LOR.
And while he is clothing his wife In
coat, and white hat, were walking
through one of Chicago's great depart- the simplest of gowns, the "wonderful" creations he sends over here to
ment stores.
"I am astonished," he said, "at the tempt the taste of our restless society
democracy of your merchant, palaces. women look like the emanations of an
In Paris each little shop has its ciien- - advanced "cubist."
tele, and different 'sets' of persons
"Women are going to wear trounever mix while buying. Here in one sers," he said to me, "and in the near
store yon have goods that will suit future! Oh, they will never wear
everybody and those with less money them on the street, but in the house,
and quieter tastes are as welcome as I mean!"
Will we women follow these bizarre
those who buy garments 'the last
ideas of his even after his tour for
cry.' "
Paul Poiret haB some astounding "enlightenment"?
That remains for
ideas in regard to women's costumes, Monsieur Poiret and ns to see!

THE AUDIENCE
OF
WITH THE GYRO- WRESTLING
SCOPE.

j

IN

HONOR

OF

BATTLE

OF

DEFEAT.

"

MONU MENT

AT LEIPZIG.

were conspiring to rid the
world of the biggest figure that had
ever appeared in Europe to that time.
They raised an army between them
and nitt Napoelon ou several fields
where they were beaten or he beat
tbem but not to a decisive finish in
either case. It was on October 16,
1813, that the Allies and the big
B'renchman locked horns for the final
struggle. The batle lasted three days,
the 16th, 18th and 19th. Napoleon was
beaten to a standstill. He fled from
Leipzig, leaving 15,000 dead, 15,000
wounded and 25,000 prisoners. It is
estimated that the two forces lost almost 50,000 killed in that fight Nape leon had about 180,000 men and the
Allies, under Prince Schwarzenberg.
numbered 200,000.
This big monument Is 300 feet high
and 1b surrounded by a set of enormous stone figures 40 feet high, representing the warriors of the nations

One hundred years ago the power ol Prussians

WALL STREET.

l

LUTHER BURBANK.

I found a tired, weather-beatelittle
a widower who peered
man of Go
shyly from the door of his
ITis silver hair was dishevelhome.
ed ,and earth stains covered his hands

I

ui

Ji

i

and clothes.
Every line of his body, every nervous
utterance and his restlessness testified eloquently to his rnce with time
to complete the stupenduous task he
has set for himself.
,
This shy little hermit is Luther
plant wizard, who has laid bare
wonderful plant secrets, but accounts
hours more precious than gold.
To demonstrate how creation can
be improved that is his Job.
Up at dawn, ahead of any of his
helpers, often retiring long after midmarvels
night, coaxing horticultural
from ordinary plants and flowers and

preserving the written record of his
discoveries. Burbank is probably what
he seriously claims, "the busiest man
in the United States."
He has increased the American
farmers' wealth over $20,000,000 annually, but is content with the life
of a recluse, hemmed in by his cactus,
fruits and blossoms, careless of his
own financial gain, in order that he
"may leave the world a little better,
and the struggle for existence a little
easier" than he found it.
In his home town not a third of
the people would recognize him if he
passed them on the street.
And yet there is scarcely a neighbor
whose food supply has not been increased and cheapened by Burbank.
His potatoes they are familiar with
and his spineless cactus for cattle fodder, but the man well, he is too busy
to go visiting.
They have a way of directing the
stranger to the Burbank place if he
inquires after nightfall:
"You'll find the lights burning in his

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New

you to waste youi
your legal forms
thorn already printMexican Printing

Company.

Women Need
Health and strength.
The work of a home keeping woman
makes a constant call in her strength
and vitality, and sickness comes
through her kidneys and bladder
oftener than she knows. Foley Kidney
Pills will invigorate and restore her,
and weak back, nervousness, aching
joints and irregular bladder action
will all disappear when Foley Kidney
Pills are used. The Capital Pharmacy.

j

New York, Oct, 18. The stock market closed strong. Virtually all the
leading stocks moved upward swiftly today. The shorts, alarmed at their
inability' to provide furtner.liquidation
by raiding tactics, were forced to take
to cover. Indications that the short
interest has assumed unweildy proportions during the last fortnight and
that the bears had too weak a following caused some of the large operators to change front and work actively
for a rise. The shorts, in their efforts
fo cover, were forced into competition
with buyers for the long account,
which soon pushed up the representative Issues 1 to 2 points.
Although there was no decided improvement in sentiment, the growing
ease in money, encouraging news from
trade centers and the strong techni- cal position of the market were referred to as favorable
to an improvement in values.
Bonds were irregular.

San Francisco, Cal.. Oct. IS. J. A.
Filcher, is a man of many ofllces.
Twice he was president of the California Editorial Assn. In 1S!U, was
PE-RU-N- A
I
chairman of the committee that se189.1
National Education
cured the
convention for California; was state Wa Able to
Sleep and Eat
Benator four years; then state prison
Again
director. In 18!(2 was elected presiMueller .
Mrs.
dential elector, also electoral messensays: "I
ger to carry returns from Washington Peruna Inkeep
the
to California.
house constantFraternally, was great sachem of ly. When I am
Redmen and was twice elected dele- not feeling well
I take a few
gate to the great council.
In 1893 was secretary and manager doses. It always
restores."
of California state board of trade;
Mrs. Mueller's
held the job 10 years. Represented
Btory of her exCalifornia at Chicago
exposition. perience
with
1893.
Represented California at At- Peruna fully exlanta exposition, 1895, also at Ham- plains why she
li.cna
burg exposition in Germany, 18l'7, at nlwnva
MRS. M. MUELLER.
Paris exposition, 1900; Buffalo, 1901; Peruna on hand. P. O. Boi 321, Hwlr,
fpw years ago
St. Louis, 1904; Portland, 1905, Seattle A
w.yn. Co., Pmu
Bhe
was very
1909.
sick. The trouble seemed to be the
Since 1903 Filcher has been quite stomach and ltver. She suffered
busy representing California. He is great pain. Was unable to get anythe only man In the world, he says, thing to help her. She was growing
who has been a representative at all weaker and weaker. She became
tired of life.
these world's expositions.
Somebody suggested that she write
In 1906 he was elected secretary
She did so.
and manager of the California State to the Peruna Co.
Through their advice she began to
Agricultural society, but resigned to use Peruna. In a letter from
her at
become commissioner of Sacramento this time she says: "Through the
to
director
become
and
resigned
use of Peruna I have regained my
city,
general of the Sacramento valley ex- health. I took only a bottle and a
to
His
is
commission.
half when I was able to sleep and
job
position
get together the exhibit of the valley eat again and my nervousness disappeared." No wonder Mrs. Mueller
counties for the 1915 world's fair.
keeps Peruna in the house. Under
similar circumstances Peruna would
MEET ENDS WITH
be in every house in the land.
TODAY'S POSTPONEMENT.
Any one taking Peruna ought to
18.
Owing to have a free copy of the "Ills of Life."
Lexington, Ky., Oct.
races Address Peruna Co., Columbus, Ohio.
continued rain, the trotting
which bad been postponed from yesPeople who object to liquid mediPeruna Tablets.
terday, were declared off today and cines can now obtain

TOOK
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and assistant for several
Ids
years, will accompany him nnd assist
him in his forthcoming transcontinental tour. Miss Wood is a graduate
of a well known musical college of
Chicago and is otherwise talented, but
there is nothing in which she so much
delights ns scientific work. The marvelous work that she performs with
the ultraviolet ray has given her the
name of "tamer of electricity." Father and daughter handle this ultraviolet ray as they would the ordinary
electric Iteht. For a novice to attempt
It would mean certain death.

Home-Keepin- g

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound fcr
coughs and colds has been oir family
medicine. We give it to our ehildrei-.who like it on account of its pleasant
tuste. It is a safe cure for coughs and
colds. It contains no opiates. The
Capital Pharmacy.

PERSONALITIES.

garden.

Ol'l
OF THE NATIONS

Henry A. Johnston, a business man
of L'Anse, Mich., writes: "For years,

INTERESTING

By JACK JUNGMEYER.
Santa Rosa, Cal.. Oct. IS. I expected to find a tall man with a deep
bass voice, urbane and smiling, leisurely directing the work of his wonder

lie
IP

wonder-worker'-

II

te w'
I

the Kentucky horse breeder's association announced that the meeting had
ended.

place long after all the other homes
are dark," they tell you.
It's their recognition of this tires
some little
race
against encroaching years "in order
that he may make the struggle for his
neighbors a little easier."

I

WW

A NAPOLEONIC

Aus-trian-

Be

(Uy Idam McGlone (Jilbson.)
Paul 1'oiret, the great Parisian designer, who gave us first the "harem"

pi

MONUMENT

Napoleon Bonaparte was shattered.
October 18 at Leipzig, Germany, the
descendants of a dozen or more kings
and princes and grand dukes, whom
Napoleon had kicked and Bcuffed all
over Europe, will meet and dedicate
a huge monument of stone in honor of
the Battle of Leipzig, sometimes called the Battle of Nations, where the
great Frenchman met his most disastrous defeat.
Of course Waterloo,
which was
fought something more than a year
end a half later, capped the climax of
the Nepoieonio career; but it was the
Battle of Leipzig, where the
Prussians
Russians,
and
Swedes beat him most badly, that sig
nallzed his downfall.
The Batle of Nations came after the
disastrous
Russian
campa'gn the
campaign into which, Napoleon took
400,000 men and the Austrians and the

VIVID WORD PICTURE OF LUTHER BURBANK, ONE

r

day.

BATTLE

crUMDUSDIC
nLMMnnnuLL

BUT NEVER ON TWF STOtCT nn
to make the desert cactus spineless, SAYS PAT'L POIRET. DESIGNER OF "IIAitEM," TUB
a.nu Mil', "LAMPSHADE" SKIRT.
says t.uuier liurn; tiK, me iumuus
plant wizard.
And this miracle worker of the
garden never says anything he can't.
prove! For !0 years lie has probed to
the very core of life's mysteries de-- ,
innustrating how creation can lie im-- j
proved upon, changed, curbed, and
coaxed at will.
A baby's destiny can be directed as
successfully as the development of a
potato, he contends.
To tell of some of his big achievements and mature deductions, what
they prophesy for the world of men.
the New Mexican s. ecial correspond-cut. Jack Jungmeyer, induced Uur-- i
bank to "steal half an hour" from his
priceless time.
The New Mexican is thus enabled to
inter-uepublish the most remarkable
ever granted by this horticultural
genius and philosopher. And interviews with him are scarce as lien's
teeth.
You can't afford to miss this series
of talks by one of the world's most
distinguished men.
The first appearing herewith is
Jungmeyer's picture of the man who
JACK JUNGMKYEU.
turned hermit in order to make his
An orchid from every human weed neighbor's struggle for existence a lit- -- if's as
easy to accomplish as it was tie easier.

match between some member of the
nudieuce and n gyroscope, weighing
twenty-eigh- t
piiunil.i and attaining a
speed of :t.;0O revolutions.
J. J. Sheridan, Albuquerque.
Another feature will In; a demonF. A. Dillon, Laguna.
stration of the tnotiorall car. n model
H. M. Smith, Las Vegas.
car being actually sent out in midair
R. B. Bisbee, Artesia.
on a slack wire above one of the aisles
of the auditorium
New
Tile producing of bau(LvritiiH! on the
Subscribe for the Santa
Mexican, the paper that boosts all wall by means of the violet ray will
rhe time and works for the upbuild- comprise still another interesting part
of Professor Wood's program, the ray
ing of our nw Stat.
of light acting as a crayon, a marvelState of Ohio, city or Toledo, Lucas ous demonstration is a
good talker and
Professor Wood
county, ss.
as well as a scientist.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ha entertainer
Miss Allelic M. Wood. Professor
is senior partne.- of the firm of P. J.
Wood's only daughter, who has been
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
bounty and State
City of Toledf
aforesaid, antf tnat said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1880.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
f
,".
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally and acts directly upon the blood
..
J
" H
and mucous surfaces of the system.
free.
for
testimonials,
Send
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Tak6 Hall's Family Pills tor

St. John's Methodist.
On Don Gaspar Avenue.
"The Erring Brother" is the sermon
subject for the morn'ng hour of public
worship at 11 o'clock. H.'s will be
the only preaching service during the

NATIONS

i

G.

A. C. Cassady, Muncie, Ind.
Mrs. M. L. Cassady, Muncie, Ind.
R. Kelly, Denver.
George Roach, Clovis.
R. W. Dobsou, Albuquerque.

Sermon Hymn, No. 357 "O, Jesus,
Knecht
Thou Art Standing"
Beethoven
Gloria Patria
Morn
the
Offertory "Christian,
Awakes"
Shelley
Things
Offertory Sentence "All
Of Thee"
, Come
Recessional "Onward, Christian Soldiers"
Fuller

UNVEILS

urviP.U
int. nun mLAiUHii

PLANT WIZARD

OF THE WORLD'S MOST WONDERFUL MEN'

j

Dykes

EUROPE

Is made up of

Greer and family, Grant.
Roseborough, Doming.
C. H. Smith and wife, Boston.
J. S. Smith, Jr., Boston.
Dr. T. P. Martin, Taos.
Smith H. Simpson, Taos.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
C. J. Dixon, Kansas City.
W. E. Kreps, Philadelphia.
Will McMillin, Albuquerque.
C. J. Mardorf, Albuquerque.
'M. E. Crumley, Albuquerque.
J. Iauterbach and daughter, Spring-r- . MEMBER
Jos.

Beethoven
Schillings

Jubilate

program

C. M.

Messiter

Gloria Patria
Te Deum
Gloria

520

Wood's

tilings entirely new to Lyceum audi-ences.
There will lie a wrestling

W. D. Huff and wife, Santa Rita.
C. Neblett, Silver City.

m.

No.

Mr.
j

Pente-

cost.
First mass at 6:30 a. m.
Second mass 9:30. Sermon in English.
Third mass 10:30. Sermon in Spanish.
October devotions at 6:30 o'clock p.
Order of music
Processional Hymn
Ye Pure in Heart"
Venite

UiVLO

WORLD FAMOUS

j

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Cathedral.
Sunday after

BURBANK,

Of;")

PAGE THREE
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that he has ever seen and wishes

OUT AT THE HOME PLATE

to

thank the many residents who, since
his arrival, have extended courtesies
and hospitality to him.
of
the statements
On Monday
O'Rourlte and Mathews on the eve of
the conflict will be published.
There will b eno picture show Monday night and the first bout will start
at 8:30 sharp.
Tickets are on Bale at (iregg and
Cole's ipeerless Cigar Store and as
the advance sale has been so heavy
as to break all previous records,
those wishing to secure seats should
do so without further delay.

siasts should avail themselves to see
these two splendid athletes preparing
for the gruelling contest in which
they will meet Monday night, and it
will demonstrate to them the class
of exhibition booked for Monday
night.
Mathews Top Notcher.
Pierce Mathews has a most' enviable
reputation. He has made good In the
past against many of the best boys
throughout the east. Up to date there

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

FA6E FOUR

PANKHURST

EMMELINE

KITTY'S

it and England's No

Has It Insured for $35,000 Sculptor? Have Sculped
bility Raved Over It One Nobleman Married it.

HELD,

(Continued From Page One.)
against human life being sacrificed
and never advised the taking of life."
The big meeting of welcome which
local suffrage leaders planned to give
;Mrs. Pankhurst tomorrow night at
Madison Square Garden was postponed today until Monday night in or- r that. .Mrs.
ranKnursis siaiuo
!ght be fully determined before the
eeting.
Mrs. Pankhurst was bitter in her de- i' 'nidation of the action ol tne uoara.
"I think the minds of the members
of the special board of inquiry were
r.iade up before I arrived here" she
declared.
"Now that the hearing is over, this
question arises in my mind, "who did
it? Who is responsible for the action
taken by the hoard in ordering me deported? I am of the opinion that it
was done by our political opponents
on the other side."
Engage Two Attorneys.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. Headquarters of the national woman suffrage association here today engaged two attorneys to appear for Mrs.
Parkhurst at the immigration bureau.One is Miss Emma C. Gillette, an nrdent suffragist and dean of a local law
' college.

f
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In action.
This play
The University of California has a baseball team of girls. Here are two of the stars
at
a put-othe
team,
twirler
for
star
making
Alice
Miss
shows
Elliot,
on
the
campus,
Berkeley
snapped
recent
a
game.
A.
practice
of
Isabelle
Armstrong during
the plate

FAKE

KICK-E- ND
Bf "HIlRSr UP"

RUN.

FIESTA

BIG BOXING

YOST.

AT ELKS THEATRE
MONDAY NIGHT

4
TWO

CHALLENGERS

LIGHTWEIGHT

4ros yg block

EWi

PARTICIPATE

MAIN

BOUT.-TW-

"DEMON

New York, Oct. 18. Custom house
men state that since the tariff bill
was passed preventing the importation of aigrettes twelve woyien arriving from Europe have voluntarily surrendered to the government a number of plumes they brought with them.
The inspectors have not found it necessary to ruthlessly tear feathers from
hats, but in most cases, the women
who gave up their plumes said they
were imitations and were purchased
in this country; so the feathers were
not confiscated.

RIVERA"

O'HOURKE,
for World's 'Title.

"TOMMY"

Challenger

AGAIN

has been no opportunity to see him
extend himself as it is impossible fur
him to procure suitable sparring partCED.
ners here, but his shadow boxing and
workouts show a lightning speed of
for the big hand and eye and magnificent foot- ,
Final arrangements
work and his entire record
Boxing Carnival at the Elks theater
speed, cleverness, gameness,
been
have
completed, terrific
Monday night
hitting ability and splendid
and this morning the following officials were announced: Referee, (leorge ring generalship.
Mathews, like O'Rourke, is one of
Little; timekeepers, Charles Closson
is
and Dr. V. H. H. Lloyd; announcer, the new school of fighters. Boxing in
his profession and he is a whirlwind
Honvira Vnliwyv Howard
.
ring, um ar. uie same um u
Everyone is invited to see the final
workouts of O'Hourke and Mathews (His constant aim to conduct himself
a a gentleman at all times. He does
Sunday afternoon at the training
no indulge in dissipation and is a
Maquarters over the Plaza hotel.
thews will work from 1:30 to 2:30 and regular church goer.
Mathews likes Santa Fe, and thinks
O'Rourke from 3 to 4 in the afternoon.
It is a privilege of which local enthu-li- t one of the prettiest residence places
TO THE FRONT OFFICIALS ANOUN- -

' H

i

formaHere is another typical Yost play an end run from a fake kick
cuts
tion with a veritable cloud of interference. As play starts the left end
across to join the runner for interference should he get clear. Left guard,
ball on
tackle and halfbacks form interference for the runner, who gets the
if
a direct pass. This play will keep the opponents guessing, especially
the signal
the same formation is used to kick from. The quarter can change
to
after the punt formation is called for, so as to Belect the play most likely
defense.
of
the
seen
the
has
disposition
he
succeed, after

,,r

T1UGHT
PLAY

GEORGE
GOLF.

V.

v

-

WfffijS

VOLUNTARILY
DECLARE THEIR PLUMES

WOMEN

O

HIGKT GRADE PRELIMINARIES
WITH

ft-

FOR WORLD'S

CHAMPIONSHIP WILL
IN

1913.

BACK

FAMOUS

AWFULLY

AN

GOT

18,

denim-strates-

KITTY GORDON.
Kitty Gordon has the most famous back in the world.
She has just had it insured for $35,000. It is her most valuable posses-

sion.

H

Kitty's back's fame came from Loudon. She was a "Gaiety Girl.
Many of the nobility wanted to marry Kitty. They raved about her back.
Sculptors sculped it, and finally Captain the Honorable Beresford, of the
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 18. The Unit- - jQueen's Own, cousin of Sir Charles Beresford and Lord Decies, married it.
ed States today concluded Its case There was a separation and Kitty brought her back to America where the
against Margerie Campbell, Fay Mar- ordinary common citizens can now take a look at it for so much per seat
tin and Edward Otis, charging them at an ordinary theater, doncherknow.
with conspiracy to transport girls
TO
rrom El Paso to Silver City, N. M.,
for immoral purposes. Otis is a sol- WILL QUIT BUILDING BATTLE
UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN
dier. The two women live in Silver
DROWNED IN LAKE
SHIPS IF GERMANY W1L
admitted
City. Margerie Campbell
New York, Oct. 18 The most imDenver, Oct. 18. The unidentified
London, Oct. 18. The invitation to
and
there
a
bouse
disorderly
operating
to indulge in a "naval
body of a woman, apparently between
portant games on today's eastern
the Martin woman admitted having Germany
was repeated today by Winston 25 and 30 years old, was found floatschedule were:
No
has
been
verdict
been an inmate.
Yale vs. Lehigh, at New Haven.
Spencer Churchill, first lord of the ing in the smaller lake in City Park
IF IT WERE NOT FOR ENGLISH WOMEN'S INTEREST IN BULL given.
Harvard vs. Holy Cross, at Camadmiralty, who, in the name of the this morning. Apparently the woman
British government, made a specific had been dead only a few hours. The
bridge.
DOGS, LITTLE OLD JOHNNY BULL WOULDN'T BE
CALEB POWERS TO
order to delay the fulfillment of authorities incline to the belief that
Princeton vs. Syracuse, at Princenaval construction she committed suicide, although marks
QUIT CONGRESS Great. Britain's
ton.
CHAMPION IN EVEN ONE SPORT.
program next year if Germany would on her body indicate the possibility
Pennsylvania vs. Brown, at PhilaIS. TteuresentaWjisiliinirtnn. Oct.
consent to do the same.
of murder.
delphia.
live Caleb Powers, who came to con-Cornell vs. Bucknell. at Ithaca.
Ken-the
from
gress almost directly
ELLIS PREPARES DEFENSE
Dartmouth vs. Williams, at Hantucky prison where for years he had
ON MURDER CHARGE
over.
conducted a sensational fight, for his
Carlisle vs. Pittsburg, at Pittsburg.
Oct. IS. William C. Ellis,
Chicago,
life, glowing out of the killing of
of Cincinnati, who confessed yesterArmy vs. Colegaie, at West Point.
Governor Goebel, will retire at the
"
Navy vs. Dickinson, at Annapolis.
day to killing his wife and attempting
lend of his term.
alcide ln htel la beginning to pre- chocolates
seem
All
to
other
not
am
financially
ablq
FINAL SCORES.
pare for his defense. It is thought
stay in the game of politics and play lUSt
28;
University of Pennsylvania
after you Once ihe will recover rapidly and is beingOrdinary
the
said
times
as
the
demand,"
jit
Brown 0.
watched to prevent his fur0
congressman in a statement, today.
are JUSt 'closely
Yale 37; Lehigh 0.
tuer attempt at suicide.
lney
try
life
strenuous
is
and
"The
game
Princeton 13; Syracuse 0.
as pure and wrv lesome as they
Phillips Exeter 6; Yale Fresmen 3.
CASE IS
CONCLUDED AT EL PASO.
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ENGLISH WOMAN WINS
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP.
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 18. England
has at last captured from the United
States a sporting championship, Miss
Gladys Ravenscroft of the Brombor-ougl-i
club, England, today defeating
Miss Marion Hollins of New York in
the final match for the women's national golf championship, two up.
who won the
Miss Ravenscroft,
British title In 1912, was heartily con
gratulated on her victory. The loser,
who held the metropolitan champion-ship for this year, was also surrounded by an admiring crowd and complimented for her plucky struggle.
The match was not settled until
Miss Hollins drove into the brook
guarding the 18th green and wasted a
stroke in an effort to get out of the)
hazard. Despite its seeming closeness,
the contest was not as Interesting asj
of yesterday, for Miss
the
Ravenscroft held the whip hand most
of the way and much of the time gave
the impression of having had enough
Instrucin reserve to go in and win wheneverChristopher Calloway, Golf
tor to the King of England.
she pleased.
Miss Hollins played a plucky game,
hut poor approaching, weak putting
MARCUS CATTON IS
and failure to take advantage of Miss
DEFEATING 'EM ALL Ravenscroft's errors, the British woman making many in the course of the
match, cost the New York contender
Arizona and California papers con- her chance to win the national title.
bilremarkable
the
of
tain notices
Showers fell at intervals, but the
exhibitions being given by
liard
gallery of the week refused to
largest
and
a
"Mark" Catton, now Santa Fean,
be discouraged.
who is making a tour around the loop,
covering Texas, Arizona, old Mexico OUIMET LOSES IN
and California. In Phoenix, Oakland,
TODAY'S
Long Beach, Los Angeles and other ciBrookllne, Mass., Oct. IS. Poor iron
ties he has been meeting such players as Horgan, Saylor, Jackson, John work cost Francis Ouimet the open
Daly, Ely, Hueston, etc., and in Phoe- - gojf champion, his match in the seminix he played their local champion 100 finals in the country club's fall tour-o- r
no count, making an average of 3nament. The champion was defeated "Berties Best" and His Fair Admirer.
per cent higher than any other player by F. Hoyt, 2 up and one to play.
where dogs of other nations,
ever making that city. He will contithat appeals to a woman! At
nue covering the California cities, af- GERMANY ALSO PROTESTS
AGAINST TARIFF LAW. any rate this is true of the British
ter which he will follow the custom
,
woman who mj nifests a decided
of all who have ever lived in Santa Fe
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. Ger- terest in the big. strong and often
for any length of time return to the
bull dog.
Oldest Town, as he says he's just a many today addled her protest to these
Perhaps it is because the women,
little homesick. It Is unnecessary to of other powers against any discrimiin
say that local billiard fans will give nation against future commerce. The as well as the man, take a pride Enbull dogs, that
him the glad hand and bis legion of German government will resist any li- owning
friends will be glad to see him back. mitation regarding the differential gland had succeeded in exhibiting
the prize winner In recent dog shows
tariff.
He to a credit to the profession.
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COLORADO HAS NEW
COUNTY FIGHT ON HAND.
Denver, Oct. 18. Arguments were
heard in the district court on objection to the answer filed by James B.
Pearce in the mandamus proceedings
brought to compel Pearce to order an
election on the bill creating Alamosa
county. F. E. Pendle representing the

;

petitioners, declared that the state
had no authority to judge as to validity of the referendum. The petition
was filed with the required number of
signatures for the creation of the
county.

i

ATTEMPT MADE TO BLOW

UP PASSENGER TRAIN
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 18. An attempt
was made to blow up a Keweenaw

Central passenger daiu taking forty-twmine guards to the Mohawk mine
today. The guards owe their lives to
the engineer, who saw the burning
fuse and stopped his train in time. The
track was blown out in one small
place. The strikers surrounded the
train, but trouble was averted by the
arrival of a force of mounted troops,
which forced the crowd back.

SEMI-FINAL-

includ-canin-

in--

fierce-lookin- g

well-bre-

e

Los Angeles, Oct. 18. Negotiations
for a twenty-rounboxing bout between Eddie Campi of San Francisco,
and Benny Chavez, the Colorado bantamweight, at Vernon on November 4,
were virtually completed yesterday
when Campi accepted the terms. It is
understood that Chavez already had
reached an agreement with the club.
An effort will be made to match the
winner with Champion Johnny Coulon
for the bantamweight title.
d

1

semi-final-

MATCHED TO BOX
CHAVEZ 20 ROUNDS.

"Lap" dogs are not the only type of
ing America, were shown.
This picture shows "Beties Best," a
light brindle and white dog imported
from England by Daniel Ritchie of
New York.
At the fourth annual show of the Chi
cago Specialty club "Berties Best"
took the prize as the best dog in the
show. Raising prize winning bull dogs
is the only sport in which England
leads the United States now.

ELECTION
..

OF EPISCOPAL

BISHOP POSTPONED,

New York, Oct. 18. The Protestant
will make no
Episcopal church
change for at least three years ln
Under the
her disciplinary rules.
present system each diocese adjudicates its own heresy trial and are
subject to appeal to courts of review.
The election of a few bishops was
postponed today by the house ol
bishops until Wednesday.

We secured the PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
agency for the Huyler line
is
finer,
there
nothing
knowing
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
and because we know too that
are delicious.

Capital City Bank Building,

will

Rooms
unconsciously
Santa Fe, New Uexleo.
stock
judge the value of our
Cha, F. Eailey, . Chaa. Ft. Eaaley,
by the individual lines we
EASLEY
EA'iLF.Y,
aw.
will
Attorneyi-a- t
be
to
We
glad
carry.
Practice In the Courts and befr
confecthis
have you judge
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
convenient
as
soon
as
tionery
Santa Fe, N. ., branch Office, EitM-cla- ,
N. II.
In packages from idc up.

people

17-1- 8

O. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Couniellor-at-LaPractices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe. N. M.
-
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WEBSTER'S
NEW

I!

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thij most
remarkable single volume.
Write (or sample

pages, ful 1 portico is, etc
-- Tame

this

paper and

we

will

free
a set of
Pocket
Haps

wend

DR. W. HUME

Oti

SpiU Jewelry Store,
Rooms I, 2 and I.

Phone Red

6.

Office Hours 8 s. m. te I p.
And by Appointment.

SvrbvfialdMBiHkQ

a.

MASONIC
REUNION

EL PASO, TEX.
OCTOBER

20-2- 5,

1913.

$16.10

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE

Dates of Sale, October
18th to 22d, 1913.

Return Limit, October 27tb, 191 J.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
M. S.

CtCMerrismC

BROWN,

Dentist

Santa: Fe,

LUTZ. Agent,
.

.

New Mexico.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

18, 1913.

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

PERSONALSllUSN'T HEWETTS
STATES

UNI1ED

5

BANK

TRUST

GO.

l
Formnr Territorial Treasurer
lilrioilt. is here from Chamita.
Dr. T. W. Watson, treasurer of Lincoln comity, is in the city for a few

Does a General Banking Business.
.1(1 It II

Your Patronage Solicited

I
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N.

days.
W.H. Merchant, treasurer of Eddy
county, is spending a few days in the
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3ft

B".

LAIIGHL1N,

President.

J.

i

B.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

UMY,

t.

FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be Irrigated. Price $11,000.

REACHED

Smn-uo-

FAME

PAGE

Pat's

ROSWELL?

(C. A. BISHOP. PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
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Soils

HEARD

THAT

SANTA

OF ARCHAEOLOGY!

FE HAS

A

SCHOOL

WANTS ONE

ESTA-

NOTICE

CO.

WINDOWS

OUR

Prices

For October Special
WE

d

SAVE

210 SAN FRANCISCO

!

PHONE

ST.,

INSURE WITH IIAYWARD

quei-qu-

MONEY

YOU

180.

AND REST CONTENT.

j

Modern Cottage of 5
Rooms and Balli.
Lot fronts
Soulii about 103 feet on Palace Avenue.

-

-

.,,

.

.

1

....

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor
time to investigate the above.

NOW is

$2,800.

the

-

.Tf'T

"f-!-

iu

JOSEPH
Rooms 8

B.

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

and 9, Capital

City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.

V irSUALBTATE,".

z

::;:

HAS IT.

HAYWARD

j

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT- IVE GIFT.
See our display I
of Necklaces, Cutf Buttons, !
Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. Ail J
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful I
pieces of jewelry.

-

FILIGREE JEWELRY

-

sulii-cien-

j

:

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

1

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

j

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

TWO AND FOLK HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Phone 139.

PROMPT

Re-

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

I

1
1

j

1

,,.,

,,,,,,

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE

PORCH

SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

Ample facilities forlarge
una small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. S2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY

THE WEEK

.
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CAKES AND

CRACKERS

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
wafer.
Agent for Atanifou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

LOWEST

MAZDA LAMPS
THE LOWEST

PRICED.

THE

PRICES EVER OFFERED

HIGHEST QUALITY.

NOTE THE GREAT

Walt Lamp, old price, 40c.
'
"
40c.
" 45c.
"
"
"
"
"
" 60c.
"
$1.00

20
25

40
60
100

SPARKS

FE.

IN SANTA

NEW PRICE,

"

"

"
"

in Case Lots.
l'r Special Price Sena
ELECTRIC
CO.,

"V?

REDUCTION.

35c.
35c.
35c.
45c.

80c.
C

B!p0oN?!23eJAvenue

j

S.

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

DISTRIBUTOR

1

1

THEAMERNj

KRICIf- e-

.saHENRY

--

i

1

oi

Denver & Bio Brands

ttlch
ILL1JII

J! te

ITh!

asonic Reunion
Santa Fe,

N. M.,

October

l2th-22d,l9-

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
ONE FARE AND
for the round trip from the following
stations:
Farmlngton, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo.,
Espanola, N. M., and all directly intermediate stations.
ONE-FIFT-

SELLING DATES:
From Farminston to Aztec, N. M., Oct. 11, 14, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M., Oct. 13, 15, 17,21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M Oct. 14, 16, 18, 22.

iCTReturn limit, October 27th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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Water-Mark-
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"BOSS

)

De Luxe Business
".'.

Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
im pressi veness, and all that makes stationery
.
really productive,
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.
Let us show, you samples.
I

Ilnl
.

--

PryiSi?.-rP.?2V,VHE8l

i

m

j

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

G0005

DRY

$30

city.
Captain Fred Fonioff returned last
BLISHED HERE.
where, but remember our expenses
night from Portales, where he had
are small; this makes our low
been on official business.
prices possible.
Just how well the School of Ameri-roaMauricio Duran has been appointed
Eighteen years' experience in
overseer for this district, vice ca Archaeology has become known the tailoring business. Let us take
Lorenzo Cutierrez, resigned.
throughout New Mexico (not to men- - your measure.
James Y. Chaves has returned tuition the United States or the world
CUSTOM
TAILORING,
'the city after a trip of several weekli at large) with Dr. Edgar L. Hewett at LINDHARDT,
to Albuquerque and Estancia.
'its head, is strikingly illustrated per125 Palace Ave.
V. W. Rose, one of the deputies In; haps by the following item
clipped
the T. S. marshal's office, was in Alhu- - from the Koswell Record of recent
1 was a candate.
nioneys given me when
yesterday on business.
didate for governor, were grossly exSchool of Archaeology.
Judge Colin Xeblet, of the sixth
circulated
industriously
aggerated,
jjmiicial district, with headquarters at
"If Santa Fe should succeed in
and prominently printed to prejudice
Silver City, is in the city today.
School
of
Arch
American
the
curing
Judge K. L. Medler of the third judi- aeology for that city it would not only my case before the people, the truth
"I want to tell the public
!inl iliiitrift 1b in llin
Hp i rptr. be an honor, but should result in much
about my financial condition. Before
'istered at the De. Vargas hotel.
out
At
it.
of
permanent, good coming
I was a candidate for the governor- Cole Railslon, of Magdalena, mem- t ie uresem u n 11 ei
,
.
.
,
in- - no iihii h
an.,
was in (lent nuom
,., ship,
,.,,
., ,,.,
her of the cattle sanitary board, is!,,
I have at preshad
than
more
assets
spending a few days in the city.
jtlie wor,, none in America, and the ent. I owe now as follows:
,,,,.
"Uncle Tom" Hudson of Doming, ar-- nl,
,,e estalilislieil should
"'" M- JoHephthal $27,0i0: Hugh J.
rived here last night to take in the Pon,nian,i smlt interest among those
Shriner show today and tonight.
who deal in the sciences of days long 'leilly, $26,500; E. 1. Meany,
"00; A. E. Sprigg, $8,500; Ogilvie &
H. Land, a banker of FortaRO
"""lPr
;
Sumner, is in the city today, going! ..Harvart, vniversity is the most
.?",k,nK a
through with several score of em- - Lrmi.lable competitor for this school
Desutes tne cost ot my trial
brvo Shriners.
,rltl, M.l.i.li Qonto v.. lint- to .Ai,to,wl
"l own no oilier assets sue an
T. ...
i. CMloit lias rotnrnpd from An u u
i t'ttan:
iiu
int;
iir'ip
fxtended trip during which he wasj8l,ns why Santa F(. shoul(, not hav(, equity in stock in two small mining
camps. Tills stock has no market
engaged in field work for the inter-- . the school.
its wonderful location, value.
ior department.
jpms Santa Fe in the lead for this;
"I had on deposit before my nomiA. U Await, county clerk; I). I., school.
over $11,000; I have on de- nation
anu
.lonn
r.
Is
Aioye, siierm,
iaior, ..It ls ,m,j(,rstood that there
of Curry county, are in the s,,nion in Santa Fe over the advisa-cit- poBit now, not much more; and that.
is all the money I possess. I am poor- for a few days.
ibility of this school, and it is even er. today than
was before the fight
I,. B. AVootters, deputy state bank lilnte(1 that c,,rtaiM graduates of Har
for
the
began last fall,
governorship
from
returned
last
night
examiner,
van jmve ai0wed their loyalty to
'Tlad I wanted to make money out
Tailian and Melrose, where he had their alma mater to lead them to opI certainly
would
been on bank matters.
nose the securing of this institution of my campaign,
I
of
Hugh Williams, supreme represen-- , for Santa Fe. But looking at the mat-- not have rejected, as did, offers
grand ter from an outside standpoint there, donations front several citizens of
tative, and Howell Earnest,
chancellor, left today for a visil to cr,, ih no doubt ns to the advisability upwards of I $100,000 and borrowed
did
from
lieilly and
the Knights of Pythias lodge at .Mad- (,r Jie selection or Santa Fe. If the the money
The court ruled
rid.
school were located at Harvard n;i:cli Meany and others.
Romaine Fielding, manager of the of the time would have to he waste.! out ail testimony concerning these
Lubin New Mexico Motion Picture Co. in traveling and as Santa Fe and (he large sums of money offered to me
Iieardsley and others, and
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday even- - surrounding
country presents the by Judge
t
which I declined for good and
jlng to attend the final session of the greatest field for archaeological re-- i
reasons.
Scottish Rite reunion and to witness search in the country, it would seem
"I have
fought a good fight,
the Shriners' parade.
vi he more appropriate to locate the
against tremendous odds, for honest
Samuel Romero of Nambe, and a school right on the ground.
I have kept the faith;
member of the Santa Fe county road
"Santa Fe should have the school." government;
have been true to my official oath;
board left today for Rociado, San MIt might be added, that Santa Fa
1 have stood
by the people; I have
iguel county, where he will engage in has the school but It needs a real arch
dared to defy Boss Murphy, and I did
business. His departure leaves a va- aeologist as the school's director.
it in the face of threat of exposure
cancy on the local road board.
anil personal destruction.
Governor W. C. McDonald returned
last night from an extended trip to FAITH CROCKER
"I am frank to say
that I now
realize should have been more careLincoln, Chaves and Kddy counties.
UNDER
KILLED
Most of the time he was overseeing!
ful in some matters, last fall, but
PONY'S HEELS was so busy in the campaign that
cattle shipments, but he found time
to visit the Artesia alfalfa festival.
gave no heed to details and trusted
Judge E. C. Abbott left this morn- Oct
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Faith others, gome of whom have proved
Colo.,
Denver,
ing for San Juan county, where he 'Crocker, the only daughter of Frank treacherous. But so far as my adminconwill open the term of the district
ju crock er, a distant relative of the istration of the governorship is
Assistant Crocker family in California and a cerned, have no regrets, as my con- court at Aztec Monday
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science tells me truly that
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District Attorney John Herrine. Mrs. I, ,',
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done no wrong, hut, my whole duty
,, .,,.,,,1
McNitt, court stenographer, and K. L.
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and honestly to all the
Safford, clerk, are already there.
day heneuth the heels of her tavonte fearlessly
of the state as Ood gave me
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BRANNIGAN HAS BEST OF
licst, l'0- Schilling
herself, Is a native of Xew Mexico,
KID MAHONEY AT RACINE.
being born at Cimarron.
sorvcil
Cl'lv 7llill(
i
Hacine, Wis., Oct.' IS. Patsy
u
li
is
p-- j
with
crcatii,
'HALLOWEEN SUPPER
of Pittsburgh, had a shade the
Radisthe
Kid
before
fine
of
for
tiiiiisiii. A'cry
Mahoney
TO BE ELABORATE better
cine A. C. last night, in a
i
li c liK'iruin.u;
s p v n "'
bout. The Pittsburgh man's effective
The Woman's Board of Trade mem-- i
to the body kept Mahoney
punches
!i'iviiii'
and
.uroiicli
you a
bers are all busy today preparaing in trouble
throughtout the bout. In
the big banquet they are to serve to-- I the thidr round, Mahoney rained a
1'aee
thu
sunny front to
night for the Shriners, und the dif- - fusillade of blows to Patsy's head and
ferent committees comprising the Big
day.
and it appeared that he would
"Halloween Fete" have been tempo- jaw the battle to a quick termina-Preserved in its aroma; In
carry
rarily halted in their preparations for tion. Brannigan, however, recuperet-and 2
cans; 40c a
that event. On Monday, however the ed wonderfully and resumed the lead.
moneyback.
different committees will again repound
sume their task of completing details SULZER MOVES FROM
for the big celebration on the 31st,
OFFICE TODAY
which includes a carnival at the ArGO.
H.
mory and dance and supper at the
(Continued From Page One.)
Board of Trade.
The menu for the supper on that hooks other reforms, especially a dievening has been prepared and a rect primary law, so that voters, in Where Quality Governs (lie Price,
glance at it will at once satisfy thr stead of bosses, will nominate as well
and Price the Qualify
most exacting, and you may as well as elect all of the public officials.
to
take your supper on the
prepare
"Ttie nennte now know that, the
31st at the Board of Trade, and you'll
is the
,0 nominate officials
,l0w(T
not only enjoy it, but you'll also saveD0Wer to C01ltro, tllose offlceB.
money.
that we cannot have honesty in the
MENU.
state of New York until the voters
HALLOWEEN SUPPER
nominate and control all public offLibrary Building, October 31st.
icials.
6 to 8 P. M
50 Cents.
"As the governor, I have been honPork Roast
Apple Sauce
est and faithful to my trust. No inCold
Slaw
Potatoes,
Escalloped
fluence but my conscience could conChile con Carne,
Beans
trol me in the performance of my duty.
Brown Potatoes,
Hot Rolls
I have lost my office, but I have kept
Our cracker counter is an inPickleB,
Celery
my
Cheese
The large
Crackers,
Jelly
place.
teresting
"Let us indulge the hope that my
Coffee
of crackers and wafers
variety
will
loss
the
be
the
of
governorship
All for 50 Cents.
we carry would astonish most
If my undoing shall
people's gain.
PRESIDENT AND THE
be the humble means of destroying
anybody. What is so nice as
SENATE GETTING TOGETHER. bossism in New York, I shall be cona box of dainty, delicious waWashington, D. C, Oct. 18. Ex- tent.
fers? Some kind of a cracker
"When the court determined to exchanges between President Wilson
should be on the table at every
and senate Republicans have placed clude the evidence of Mr. Hennessy
the currency situation in a position and thus prevented my establishing
meal should be In every lunch
where agreements and final arrange- - facts which would discredit the testi- box. And the very kind you
ment made for final passage are in (mony of Mr. Peck and Bhow his mo- should have are here.
They
sight. Among Democratic leaders the tive for telling an untruth, and also
have the quality that always
idea is gaining that the president disclose corruption in the various
consent to the passage of the partments of the state government,
bill on a certain day.
Pressure island which were largely the inducing
being brought from all tjuarters to causes In bringing about mv impeachrelease a tired congress for a
PATENT FLOUR"
ment, in order to prevent further disbefore the regular session be closures and prosecutions, I became
gins. Early today the president con- satisfied that it was useless to present
ferred with Senator Wilson on the myself as a witness because I would CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
currency bill. It is believed that the 'not be permitted to tell the facts which
Republicans on the committee would I considered mv best and most efPRIMROSE BUTTER
work with the Democrats.
ficient means of clearing my name in
court.
"Every dollar given me which I dePILLS posited
CHICHESTER BBAKn.
to my personal account suba
A.k yonr Drriat for A
sequently was turned over by me to H.
KAUNE
GO.
the committee in my office or to an
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how. Malol with
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agent of Mr. Murphy, or to the state
Take
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mW. A., n.rill
wna committee.
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We show you over 1500 samples.
The largest line in the city, We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
more elseYou will pay
price.
In Prices from
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Flour

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Give us a trial and let us show you.

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,
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years of uninterrupted advancement and success.
having had over forty-twThis means that Its methods must be sound and along the lines that
further the welfare of its patrons.
known throughout
Santa Fe
It means that this bank is thoroughly
county.
or
inestimable value to
It means that it has gained experience mat is
making its service to the people, broad and efficient.
All these qualifications, resulting from over forty-twyears of success,
together with Capital, Surplus and Stockholders' Liability of over $400,-00combine in affording assurance that all funds entrusted to this Institution are safe and secure.
o
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"All of Today's Newa Today"
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casual observer knows noth-waleal power it had and that was all. It which the
tag
but
at!
was,
the
struggle
unequal
Enough Of It.
the right time mother intervened as
The Memphis Appeal states cotton
we say in the diplomatic world, and
found the solution and saved the day statistics are both dramatic and
In that case, the fleecy stuff
pleasure of it. She dug out of her matic.
good material for
bag a cookey and a toy and the victory should have made
either a novel or a play. But this is
was won.
it.
I find that the same thing is often not suggested that anyone essay
best even when we grow to be what There is enough cotton of this sort
Rock Island Tribune,
we call men and women and that the, new
Some Advance,
force thing is the wrong one, and we
Three or four years ago land around
rebel and then nothing Is accomplish- ed and when we are handed the Portales could be bought for ten
or the toy we subside and come la rs per acre, and the grantor would
Only
down to good sense and do what we have thought himself lucky.
were not going to do and vowed we last week a tract of land twelve miles
unimwouldn't do, and the trouble or the dif west of town, and practically
ficulty melts away and we realize that proved, sold for one hundred and
like so many of the sayings of the seventeen dollars per acre. Some adseers of other days, "men (meaning vance, isn't it? It will not be long
women too) are but children of a until the land around Portales will be
usually comlarger growth. ' We only grow old in selling at the high prices
land in irrigated
years. We never do in common sense, manded by developed
(countries, because those people who
Where's He Going.
That was rather a startling an- - 'are paying the present prevailing
nouncement in the news notes the (prices expect to fully develop their
other day that in the city of Chicago, holding as rapidly as can be done.
ts there were 3.S5!) Portales Herald.
i. ii
fewer horses than in the preceding
LOGGER DISCOVERS
year and that the number of autoFINGER PRINTS.
moh'Ies had increased 3,239 in number.
Oct IS After
Wash.,
nellingham,
and
tremendous
is
a
change
That
a logger, had conJorgensen,
Jorgen
faithful
the
Is
it
what does
portend?
all brands of extracts
animal on which we have so long de sumed about
uuu
m mo luua. Dlu,CB, ..
uouiu
alto-ibusiness
nended going out of
or a great "revelation
told
the
ponce
stock
gether or is he going into the
that had come to him.
yards in competition with the beef,
He declared with tears in his eyes
or what is going to happen to him?
The queer condition presents Itself that he had found the original of
that a lot of the persons who discard "September Morn" in some heaven to
ed the horses for the automobiles can- which the extract had carried him.
not afford the up keep of the costly He wanted to hill the man who woke
machine and the debt laden people him up.
will be greater in number and the unAda always
New Mexican Want
paid bills will be growing all the
time larger, and what will the end be hrlna results. Try
I do not
In the coming few years?
know; but it is a question for the financiers and the bankers and I would Jike
to have their idea of the eventual
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AN ECHO FROM LAST WINTER.

,
An echo from the work of the last legislature has just come back in the
the
pay
decision of the supreme court handed down on Thursday regarding
of the mounted police of the state.
This valuable and Ions established institution was not actually legislated
a
out of existence by the bosses last winter, but they took as effective
of
the
members
of
the
the
for
to
make
pay
failed
and

method
provision
mounted police.
It was of course a cowardly method, but that was to be expected of such
a body as comprised the membership of the last legislature which was
dominated by political commanders who had no thought beyond the interests
of party which was in reality their own personal interests.
Outside of a few politicians and their subservient tools, whom they had
chosen as members of the state senate, particularly, the mounted police
was regardtd as a protective body, and in the loss of it as a state organizaof the life,
tion, the people have been deprived of a real protective force
state.
the
of
citizens
the
of
interests
the
'properly
and
the
The time has not come when we can rely, in New Mexico, on the local
faithofficers who comprise the sheriffs nnd their deputies, no matter how
ful they may be and. however they may try to carry out the law.
This state is sparsely settled as yet aud a body of what may be termed
minute men" is needed to reach at as early a moment as possible, a given
l.oint when a crime has been committed.
conThe action of the last legislature, at least as far as the senate Is
to do those things which
inclination
no
at
any
however,
time,
showed
cerned,
were for the benefit of the people of the state, unless, perchance, the action did not interfere with the plans and the Interests of the bosses and
at
could be made to appear like an act in the interest of the citizenship
large.
j
The effective abolition of the mounted police in the manner adopted by
the legislature of this state is an outrage, pure and simple, and should be
remembered, among other acts and failures of acts on the part of the legislative manipulators and their tools, when next the opportunity is offered
elect the membership of the legislature of this state.

At a small dry goods store Ihey
employed a small boy to run errands
The other day, while he was waiting
in the store, a lady came in and ask
ed the clerk for a yard of silk.
When it was placed before her she
exclaimed:
'Oh, really, I must be mad; I want
muslin."
On hearing this the boy rushed out
of the store, and, seeing a policeman
across the way, ran up to him
There's a woman
She wants
iu our store gone mad.
muzzling!"
'Come over here.
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THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT.

The Suckers.
The old saying that there is a
sucker born every minute is true and
we see the exemplification of it every
CHANGE.
OF
NEED
,E
of our lives. 1 Baw the other day
day
tax
the
of
the
for
some
authoritative
of
regulation
body
need
The crying
confessions of an assistant clair- the
as
time,
as
the
so
at
was
never
made
state
of
present
tors
apparent
the
im by the recent action of the hoard of equalization in the raising of was
good reading and it showed "what
and
cometax valuation in New Mexico,
particularly that of the county of
these mortals be.'
ax, wlmre the revelations are fairly startling.
If those who heretofore have not
is a sample of the things that
Here
There is something radically wrong when the holders of undeveloped coal were told in the confession:
had horses could afford to keep them
or use, ana
lands held by eleven big owners, return the land at a valuation of $151,690,
"Among people of high professional now as they are going out
THE SANITARY
to purchase, it
and specify it as grazing land.
standing we did a big business in might grow cheaper
some
and
countsituation
ease
the
would
charms and love philters and balms.
The board of equalization raised this to a valuation of $3,():!S,1S;1,
SHORTORDERRESTflURflNT
would bring to the ones who have
ing it as undeveloped coal land, as it was classed by the government geolo- Tt a young lawyer of national reputo
chance
the
Colfax at tation we sold a salve which he was been doing the walking
REGULAR MEALS.
gists, who placed the value of the coal lands of the rich county of
to rub into his chest just over the ride, but with all the produces of the
$ir,0.00,OiX).
Open
Day
it
is
af- farm soaring up into the altitude
The action of the board was eminently fair and no one can claim, In view heart, to ease the pain from a love
chance
what
better
a
they
Best
Most Modern.
question
I
the
had.
had
the
done
Equipped,
had
fair
he
not
been
prepared
of the valuation returned formerly, that full justice has
and salve or 'balm' myself, just as I pre- have than they had before. So, with
county in the raise that has been made by the board of equalization,
Special Dinner Parties.
of that avenue to the horse closed what
that the state was not fully entitled to the advantage of this valuation for pared them all; it was composed
Sometimes is he going? to do and w here is he gothe benefit of those who are paying taxes on a fair and reasonable assess- nothing hut potato pulp.
I used turnip. The love powders were ing to go?
ment.
ROW LOPEZ, PROP.
There are few people who would be
a
plain baking soda."
will
- NEW MEXICO.
grow
there
action
SANTA FK, lovand
faithful
Of course it is to be expected that out of this
to
see
the
we
willing
That looks like the limit and yet
m
the courts,
to
and
stock
the
animal
able
go
long, tedious and bitter light that will drag its weary way through
yards
know it is the truth and we have gone
as the owners of these lands are not going to pay more than they are ourselves to these fakirs time and few would be willing to have horse
to uphold
compelled to pay, nnd will contest every point in an endeavor
time again and come away actually flesh as an article for the table if
uuTjinrLTLru vru irmuinxu-- uunn
knew they were eating it and it
the system under which they have so long been operating and which they
believing that what they told us was they
1
would have continued.
and acting the part of the would never become a popular article
fact
the
of diet, but the horses are going to
It is not to be expected that as long as the present membership of the sucker.
out of the
senate continues that there will be any change for the better in the line
Sometimes we think that it does no continue to increase; and
of a
for draught and driving pur- of more honest and more just taxation laws, and that the institution
even if it does no good and so market
state tax commission, which is the only salvation of the state in these wj go on and take the word of those ?? Kh,erla do?
The passing of the
It is only another of the things to be re- who know no more than we do and we is he going to
matters, will be established.
a real problem, and it
to
hone
are
who
presents
men
to
the
select
comes
next
a
coin
when
of
the
the
opportunity
membered
decide big things by
flip
. ta entnsr tn he before us in a miehtv
New Mexico.
,
,.
and we change the whole course or BllUri. WUIC itO ..
comprise the membership of the slate senate of
DHUailUlI 1U
lllf
interests
we
if
the
big
our career by blind chance, and
We want a body uncontrolled by the paid bosses of
shows.
Chicago
of
the
one
us
fail we say that luck was against
and we want the absence of the lobby which has been, for years,
and let it go at that.
features of every legislative session.
n
The only time that luck is with us AMONG THE EDITORS.
Will SOON
i
when we take an advantage of an
HOW JOHN DOES (T.
itself
Murphies Next.
to become opportunity that may present
BE WITH US
Uncle John I). Rockefeller recently told a Cleveland chum how
of the sense that has
a
j
little
and
use
"Dollar a pound, beef." Pass the
own
his
from
is simple taken
The
recipe
wickedness.
an
without
of
time
in
the
wealthy
been given us
potatoes, please. Springer Stockman.
a
If
experience.
instead of flipping penny
Will Know Soon.
you are contemplating
his Forest emergency
We won't begin to find out how poor
or going to a clairvoyant to hear some
"See that tract of land there?" he asked, pointing to a part of
any doings" see our line of
is
now
it
and
seven
ago
years
rot about the future from a person people are until the income tax gath-whHill estate. "All 1 did was to buy it for $5,000
NOVELTIES.
is cute enough to play on our ere- - 'erer gel8 a(ter them Willard Record.
worth $70,000."
like tbem in the
see whether it is wicked dulity and that of the suckers who
and
Nothing
transaction
into
look
we
this
Finnegan,
Suppose
The war in the Balkans is getting
are born every minute.
city, and they are
or not.
adIt does not pay to hang onto the to resemble
going fast.
Lawful' Oh, yes; in which it s different from some of the stirring
of mystery or chance.
They ,gan. Montoya Republican.
ventures of Uncle John's earlier days those days when he didn't hesitate skirtsmade'
of flimsy stuff. They are
Shock It
he are
to put spies on a competitor or dig pitfalls in the form of rebatesof Then
is being inroduced into
what lie gold bricks and nothing less. A fel- ethics
the
Electricity
of
don't
approve
moralists
stern
dared and, though
Grape-Frui- t
It ought to he success- in it he was up, out low to make his way has got to use 'agriculture.
did. there was at least the element of human hazard
a little of what was put into him in fU in shocking the corn. Albuquer- The smooth, shiny kind.
and doing.
the way of will power and the spirit que Herald.
to
Hut this slicing off of vacant laud in the path of a city's growth,others-w-put
On His Nerves.
hat of endeavor.
of
toil
the
of
it in a speculative pickle while values pile up because
The Cookey and Toy.
They say now, that the price of
is it but a spider's game; the game of a sure thing gambler dealing
We often hear the old saying "you meat, high as it is, is still going up.
marked cards?
catch more flies with molasses than Wish we could see something coming
to make off with the
The first In Santa Fe for
No wickedness to reap where you haven't sowed;
with vinegar" and the words are true. ;down. This monotony is gtting on our
oi
matter
a
to
be
that's
coming
in the nature life as 'nerves. Raton Range,
many moons.
true
are
fruits of the patient labor of others? Well,
They
folks inclining to take
Kind of Respect,
divided opinion, with a growing number of plain
they are in the child life and the
By having a reputation of being
the other side.
thought was brought to mind by read-the Lord that in the
the other day of the walk a two ways ready to kick, the mule inspires
The good book puts it as one of the commands of
a little impious year child was taking with his parents :a certain kind of respect, but he gets
sweat of the brow should mortals eat bread. Isn't it. then
book with the eye of pro- a Sunday or two ago in one of our all the" hard jobs. Don't be a kicker
that Uncle John or any other chap who reads that
bread but also cities,
land your lot will be easier. House;
fessed belief, should count it cute to be able to eat not only
men's brows, meanwhile doing
All went well until the child got :News.
cake, steak and tarrapin in the sweat of other
No Humor Sense.
restless as children will and he broke
nothing himself?
A male hunger striker died In a
a $5,000 value away from his mother and ran as fast
lift
can
nothing,
doing
seven
in
vears,
by
a
man,
When
have been as he could toddle in another direction. London jail the other day and the
HEINZ SAUER KRAUT
to $70,000. you may take it from us that other men somewhere
The mother pursued and made the .coroner's jury returned a verdict of
getting stung.
And
causes."
from
natural
-- u
capture and used the means that
ers know how to use to get the best: still some people contend an English-ou- t
have
If Jacob Schirt and a few other of those generous gentlemen the any
of the kids. But self will is a stub- man hasn't any sense of humor.
donee
use any way
more of that coin which tney gave out so generously to
thing and the youngster made; well News,
no questions
and
to
distributed
advantage
be
it
could
where
know
Its Influence,
liked, we
another dash for freedom. This time
"TheQualityShop"
The influence of a paper is not
asked.
dad said he would tend to the boy aud
PHONE 262.
him commanding immediate fined to its subscription list. Even the
after
That means the back obedience. He did not get it and when most obscure sheet occasionally starts
It is said that the hoop skirts are coming back.
who
been
has
of the man of the house
dad reached him and picked him up a ripple on the sea of journalism
Dorch or the cellar for the clothes
since the narrow skirts came in.
and held him tight the youngster yel- which being taken up by other papers
using a hook or two in the closet
led and howled and the day was losing spreads farther and farther in all diin her visit to America. its pleasure and force was being rections. In this way a town with a
Mrs Paukhurst says shevloes not fear trouble
who are doing waged against force and the big force newspaper in it gets a vast amount 5
Nn It Is not supposed that sh does. It is the other people
was triumphing by reason of the phys- - of indirect but valuable advertising, mru iu
LruTAmnvuuiAjviP nnnniru
that.
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The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

ANNOUNCEMENT

!

Modern Grocery Co.

INSURANCE

MR. HARVEY

OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

MONTEZUMA

BILLIARD

PARLORS,

at a Great

Expense,

Has Engaged

MARCUS CATTON,
Son of

the Famous

"BILLY"

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard parlors and Instruct tiose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room 1 r those who cater
to the pastime.

EVKRVONE

WELCOME

I
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i La Salle Hotel I
CHARLEYGANN,

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought!
AT ANY PRICE

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST KLOOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection

Prop'r

European Plan.

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connection. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
RATES: SOc and 75c PER DAY.
!41 San Francisco Street.
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,

t
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Mr. Merchant,
Are You Ready To

STAGE ONE

WOODY

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ai
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and gooa
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Emeuik
station.

Catch the Plums?
Here is the manufacturer with
the good stout pole of newspaper advertising to knock them
off the tree.
to
catch
Are you prepared
them?
makes
When a manufacturer
a market right at your door by
in
the
judicious advertising
newspapers do you back him
up?
Do you show the goods?
Do you have windows that let
the people know you keep these

goods?
Why not?
It does not take much effort
to gather up the plums if another knocks them down.
Is cooperative
Merchandising
who
work. The manufacturer
'
spends his money and brains
making a demand right In your
deserves
Immediate
locality
your push and pull.
Give It to htm!
Catch your share of the plums.
The Bureau of Advertising,
PublishAmerican
Newspaper
ers Association, World Building
New York solicits
correspondence with manufacturers interested In newspaper advertising
and cooperative dealer work.

Will G. Richmond, a resident of
inIuglewood, Cal., will answer any
quiries about Foley's Honey and Tar
it
H Suva further "Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited me for bronchial troume ana
cough, after I used other remedies
that failed. It is more like a food than
a medicine." Do not accept a substitute. The Capital Pharmacy.

J

NW MAYES
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, lAccldent1
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc1

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc

Surety
Of

Bonds

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGuLIN

SANTA FE

BUILDING,

NBWMEXICO

LEESE & LOFTUS
ESPAtNOLA LIVERY
GOOD TEAMS
AT ALL TIMES

Teams to the Cliff

at Reasonable

Dwell-ing-

s

Prices

Phone Livery, Espanola, N. M.
Is
Mexican.
It
New
the
for
Work
New Mexican Want Ads eJway
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tn new state.
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flame-spread-
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October 15th to 25th

easy. Flat font insures even heat.
Light, easy to handle, clean; durable, and at the same time
ornamental.

MAURY ilmiiln ils Wealthy
bi rs seeking early marriage. Big lie.
free. Mission I'nity, San Francisci
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for the Round Trip from
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to fcanta Fe and Return.
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Dr. H. B. Morrow of .Minicie, Ind.,
who through a letter to the secretary
of state, and its puhltcntion, received

quarters at Magdalena, and Klavio Vi- il will be the statutory
agent. The
capital slock in $5ll.tm0, divided into
It staris business with
$1 no shares.
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